
of data breaches can be traced 
back to human error. Are you 

the weak leak in your personal 
and family’s security? 

95%

80%
Your children are 

51 X 
more likely to be a victim 

of identity theft 
than you are

Identity theft 
strikes a new victim  

every two seconds  
in the United States

MARC GOODMAN’S            UPDATE PROTOCOL

UPDATE FREQUENTLY
Outdated software makes you critically vulnerable to 
cyber attacks. Avoid the problem by setting your apps, 
programs and operating  systems to update automatically.

PASSWORDS  
Avoid the nightmare of trying to remember dozens of 
passwords by using a password manager from a 
reputable company, such as Dashlane or 1Password. 
Turn-on two factor authentication whenever possible.

DOWNLOAD
Only download software from trusted sites, such as Apple’s 
or Google’s own app stores. Be highly skeptical of “free” 
software which you pay for with your personal privacy and 
often contains hidden spyware.

ADMINISTRATOR
Hackers love administrator accounts-it lets them install 
any malware they want. Don’t use them unless 
necessary. Instead do all your web surfing, shopping 
and banking from a standard user account.

TURN-OFF
Simply turning off your WiFi connection when asleep or 
not using your computer drastically reduces risks of 
automated attacks. Turn off un-used services on your 
mobile such as WiFi, Bluetooth and Hotspots.

ENCRYPT
Encryption scrambles your data so bad guys can’t read it. 
Windows and  Mac both include free hard disk encryption: turn 
them on. Always use a  VPN (Virtual Private Network) service 
such as NordVPN when on public WiFi-otherwise hackers can 
see all you do and steal your financial and personal data.

BACK-UP
Digital disasters are commonplace and Ransomware that 
holds your data hostage, is an ever-persistent threat. Always 
back up your data locally on a hard drive and in the cloud using 
reputable services such as iDrive or Backblaze.
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Nearly 150 million Americans 
had personal credit information

 leak as a result of the 2017 Equifax data 
breach, including their Social Security 
numbers, birth dates, addresses and 

driver's license information

There are nearly  
1 million new 

malware threats 
released every day by malicious 

hackers around the world

In 2017, Yahoo! Admitted all of it  

3 billion customer 
accounts 

had been compromised, 
including all user names, email 

addresses and passwords

of Android apps track  
your other online activities

of hackers are now
 working with 

organized crime

82%
Data brokers are tracking nearly 

             50 trillion 
unique data transactions 
every year, including yours

Nearly  

600,000    
Facebook accounts 

are hacked daily

For more information on how to protect yourself, 
your family and your money, visit:

www.marcgoodman.com/protectyourself

REDUCE YOUR CYBER RISK BY UP TO 85% WITH

https://www.turnon2fa.com
http://www.tkqlhce.com/click-8153298-12302791
https://www.backblaze.com/cloud-backup.html#af9pv4
https://www.idrive.com/idrive/signup?p=cyberuplabs
http://www.marcgoodman.com/protectyourself
https://go.nordvpn.net/aff_c?offer_id=15&aff_id=1570&url_id=263



